1. Introduction Let P = ® fx. be a product probability measure on the topological vector space R°° = R®R®..., and let E(P) = {a€R°°: P(A) = .0 iff P(A+a) = 0, for every measurable subset A} . We assume that 3(P) is a non-trivial linear subspace. L.A. Shepp has proved in [5] that E(P) is contained in = { a€R°° s XaJ<oo}, always, and the equality holds iff fx. has a density p which fulfills the condition f{p'(x)}^/ /p(x)dx<°°. This result has been completed in [3] by S.D. Chatterji and V. Mandrekar who have shown that E(P) is a » certain Mazur-Orlicz space I . We shall prove that the follow-2 ing condition (*) is necessary and sufficient for ¿¡(P) = t and D 2 ((a)< oo J (*) for every £>0 and for every sequence (fn) of continuous linear functionals on R°° converging to 0 uniformly on convex and compact subsets of E(P) P(|fQ|<£) converges to 1.
2. To prove our result we shall need some facts from the theory of measure in linear spaces. We shall state them now (adopted to our particular situation of R°° ).
A linear subspace U of R is called a pre-support of P if, for every £>0, there exists a convex and compact subset K£ of U such that
where K° and{f}° denote polars of K f and (f}, respectively. We call the intersection of all pre-supports the kernel of P and we shall denote it by J(P). It is known that J(P) is the intersection of a certain class of subspaces of probability 1 ([6], prop.2). It follows that if E(P) happens to be a pre-support then jS(P) = J(P), and, consequently, J(P) is a presupport itself. But this implies ( is obviously convex and compact and is contained in E(P). Take feR°° from the polar C° of C £ . Tchebysheff's inequality leads to the inequality P(xeR°° :|<f,x>|>1)<e which proves that E(P) is a pre-support of P and, thus, implies (2). We shall need the following two lemmas to prove the converse implication» Lemma-1.
If J(P) = ¿ 2 and J(P) is a pre-support, then D 2 {fx,) <°° . Lemma 2. If E(p) = J(P) 5 ¿ 2 then there exists a sequence such that = and for every xeE(P) the series T"g ^jx;^ converges.
The proofs of the lemmas will be gitfen after the proof of the theorem.
(2)=«»(1): Since (2) implies that E(P) is a pre-support, it follows that E(P) = J(P). Thus (by Lemma 1) if we prove o that E(P) = I we shall get the existence of the finite second moment of ft. too. In view of the result of L.A. Shepp 2 ) it is enough to check the inclusion L cE(P) '. Suppose E(P) S i 2 ; by Lemma 2 there exists such that Jj 3^ a*"* for every xeE(P) the series ^Z^x^ converges. Since the linear functional x-i® continuous on every convex and compact subset of E(P) /i=J(P)/ it represents a P-Lusin functional. Now let (cc^) be such that converges a.e., where is a sequence of independent identicaly distributed random variables with distribution law equal to fx. . It results tnat yccfcco . The mapping x-is clearly a P-Lusin functional. It is easy to verify that a linear space formed by the functionals of this form is closed in the topology s. But this implies that every P-Lusin linear functional is repre- that L = I . Thus for every a e/ the series 2Z a nfn converges, where (| ) is as above. By The Three Series Theorem of Kolmogoroff we have n 1 |aJJ<1 ^ =H a n' D2 (/n ' 1 {|/nl < 1/ | a n|} ) = = s(1/ l a J ) » for every ( a n )€i2 '
This inclusion may be derived from results of J. HoffmannJtfrgensen (M, th. 4.4, 4.5, 4.8) .
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Hence it follows that the function G is bounded; in other words we have that Proof of Lemma 2. In view of our knowledge on E(P) and J(P) its is enough to prove the following fact: o Suppose £ is a proper subspace of I such that Es^jE^, -compact, convex, symetric, ^ CK^^ and unit vectors (e^JeE, where e^^ = (0,0,... ,1,0,...) (1 on the i-th place). Then there exists a sequence ) such that = 00 ard. for every xeE the series X^n^ converges.
Without loss of generality we may assume that for every n K^ is bounded in t and e^eE^, i=1,...,n. Since E is a the Schwartz inequality implies that X^x.. converges for every x e E.
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